We give linear-time algorithms for a class of parametric search problems on weighted graphs of bounded tree-width. We also discuss the implications of our results to approximate parametric search on planar graphs.
Introduction
Parametric search has been the center of a considerable amount of research in recent times due to its numerous applications to optimization and computational geometry CoMe93, Tol93, CEGS92, MaSc93] . Much of this work stems from two fundamental papers by Megiddo Meg79, Meg83] , where he introduced a powerful tool for parametric search. In the context of optimization problems, the application of Megiddo's technique tends to follow a common pattern. Suppose we have an algorithm A that allows us to determine the value of a certain function f for any within a certain range, and that we wish to locate a critical value for f whose nature depends on the A preliminary version of this paper appears in the proceedings of the 4th Scandinavian Conference on Algorithm Theory, Aarhus, Denmark, 1994. application. Megiddo argued that we can proceed by simulating the execution of A to determine its computation path at . To do so, the operations of A are executed symbolically, manipulating functions of instead of numbers. At branching points of A (commonly associated with comparisons), decisions about the path to follow are made by invoking an oracle, which is often closely related to algorithm A. Oracle calls are expensive; therefore, they must be used sparingly. Megiddo showed that if these operations can be batched (i.e., grouped and ordered in such a way as to permit many of them to be resolved by a single oracle call), the total amount of work to solve the parametric problem can often be made at most a polylogarithmic factor slower than that of algorithm A. The polylogarithmic slowdown in going from non-parametric to parametric algorithms remains even when using Cole's clever technique Cole87] .
In this paper, we show that the above-mentioned slowdown can be completely avoided for certain parametric optimum subgraph problems. In the non-parametric versions of these problems, one is given a vertex-and/or edgeweighted graph and is asked to nd the \best" subgraph that satis es a specied property. Problems of this kind include maximum cut, minimum-weight dominating set, minimum-weight vertex cover, and the traveling salesman problem. All of these problems, and many others, are known to be regular for graphs of bounded tree-width, implying that they can be solved in (optimal) linear time on such graphs using well-known dynamic programming techniques BLW87, BPT92] . In parametric optimum subgraph problems, weights are assumed to be continuous functions of a parameter . The cost of the optimum solution is described by a real-valued function Z G ( ) that subdivides the -axis into a sequence of intervals, where each interval is a maximal connected set of -values for which a particular subgraph is optimal FeSl94] . The boundary points between intervals are called breakpoints. Three types of search problems will concern us: (P1) Given a value 1 nd the rst breakpoint such that 1 . (P2) Find a value such that Z G ( ) = 0. (We assume that such a exists.) (P3) Find such that Z G ( ) = max Z G ( ) (or such that Z G ( ) = min Z G ( )).
Problem (P1) arises in sensitivity analysis Gus83], (P2) arises in minimumratio optimization Meg79] , and (P3) arises in Lagrangian relaxation Fis81] . We shall show that, assuming the underlying non-parametric problem is regular, (P3) can be solved in linear time if weights are concave xed-degree polynomial functions, and (P1) and (P2) can be solved in linear time if weights are linear. These algorithms are optimal, to within a constant factor, since their run times match those of their non-parametric versions. Our work has been motivated by that of Frederickson Fre90] , who showed that a number of location problems on trees can be solved in (optimal) linear time by a novel application of parametric search. We borrow several of Frederickson's ideas here, including repeated graph contraction, accompanied by a rapid narrowing of the search interval, and the use of not one, but a sequence of increasingly faster oracles. We also introduce an idea that we have shown to have applications outside of the context of bounded tree-width graphs FeSl94a]. The basis of this technique is the observation that all our search problems can be solved quickly if we have constructed Z G over some interval I containing . Let A be the standard optimum subgraph algorithm (see Section 4 and ALS91, BLW87, BPT92] ). Algorithm A is easily adapted to evaluate Z G ( ) for any xed ; moreover, Z G can be constructed by simulating the behavior of A for all possible values of in a process that is called lifting (see Section 4). Our search method involves rearranging A's computation into a sequence of phases, an operation that relies heavily on a linear-time algorithm for constructing parse trees satisfying an appropriate balance condition (see Section 2). This rearrangement allows the simulation of A to be conducted by alternating lifting and \narrowing" steps. During a lifting step, the algorithm is simulated to determine all the computation paths it will follow over an interval I. This will set the stage for a narrowing of the search interval, and the construction of a faster oracle, which will make the next phase faster than the current one. At the end of the simulation, we will have a complete description of Z G over an interval I containing ; we end the search by looking for in this description.
Our results also lead to O(n)-time approximation algorithms for several NP-hard parametric search problems on planar graphs. The proof of this fact yields some observations on the structure of functions describing the cost of approximate solutions to parametric problems on planar graphs.
Organization of the paper. Section 2 presents a linear-time algorithm to construct balanced parse trees of bounded tree-width graphs. It also describes a strategy for identifying certain sets of nodes in a balanced parse tree. These sets will be used to organize the evaluation of the cost of an optimum subgraph (in the non-parametric setting) in a manner to be discussed in Section 3. A parametric search algorithm based on this evaluation algorithm is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the application of this algorithm to approximate parametric search in planar graphs, and gives some nal comments.
Constructing Balanced Parse Trees
Our parametric search algorithm requires the construction of a balanced parse tree of the input graph. Here we formalize this notion and show how such a parse tree can be constructed in linear time. We also describe a lineartime algorithm to identify certain sets of nodes in the tree called levels. These sets shall be used to organize the computation of optimum subgraphs, and the search for . We rst review the closely-related notions of tree decompositions and parse trees.
A tree decomposition of an undirected graph G is a labeled tree (T; X), where X is the labeling function for T, such that for all i 2 V (T ), X(i) = X i V (G), and such that: (1) S i2V (T ) X i = V (G); (2) for every (u; v) 2 E(G), fv; ug X i for some i 2 V (T ); (3) if j lies on the path of T from i to k, then X i \ X k X j . The width of (T; X) is max i2V (T ) (jX i j ? 1). The tree-width of a graph G is the minimum over all tree decompositions (T; X) of G of the width of (T; X).
We write ? w to denote the set of all graphs of tree-width at most w. Classes of graphs of bounded tree-width have been surveyed by Bodlaender Bod88] and van Leeuwen vLe90]. Bodlaender Bod93] has shown that the problem of determining whether a graph has tree-width at most w and, if so, constructing a tree decomposition of width at most w, can be solved in linear time for every xed w.
A graph G is a k-terminal graph if it is given together with a list terms(G) = Let R U k; r]. Denote by R 0 the subset of R consisting of all operators of arity 0. R 0 is a set of k-terminal graphs whose elements are called primitive graphs. We write R to denote the set of all k-terminal graphs G such that either G 2 R 0 or G can be expressed as G = '(G 1 ; : : : ; G r ) for some operator ' 2 R and some set of graphs G 1 ; : : : ; G r 2 R . The equality G = '(G 1 ; : : : ; G r ) is called a decomposition of G with respect to R.
A parse tree T for G 2 R is a labeled tree constructed as follows. If G 2 R 0 , T consists of a single node v with label (v) = G. Otherwise, let G = '(G 1 ; : : : ; G r ) be decomposition of G with respect to R. Then It is well known (see, e.g., Wim87]) that graphs of constant-bounded treewidth can be expressed as the composition of graphs with bounded number of terminals according to some nite set of rules. More precisely, there exists a set of operators R U w + 1; 2] such that R = ? w . While tree decompositions and parse trees are essentially equivalent concepts, the latter seem more convenient from a computational point of view.
The decomposition algorithm
We shall say that a decomposition G = '(G 1 ; : : : ; G r ) with respect to R is -balanced if jV (G i )j jV (G)j, for some constant that depends only on R. A parse tree T of an n-vertex graph G is said to be -balanced if for every internal node v of T with children v 1 ; : : : ; v r , the decomposition G v = (v)(G v 1 ; : : : ; G vr ) is -balanced. The height of an -balanced parse tree T is clearly O(log n). It is known that there exists a subset R 0 U 4w + 4; 5] such that every G 2 ? w has a O(log n)-height parse tree over R 0 (see Lag90, FeSl94] ; a similar result was independently proved by Frederickson Fre93] ).
Suppose we have a procedure Decompose, whose details will be supplied shortly, which obtains a 7=8-balanced decomposition with respect to U 5w + 5; 3] of any (5w+5)-terminal graph of tree-width w. To obtain a 7/8-balanced parse tree T of G, we do as follows: If jV (G)j 5w+5, G is a primitive graph whose parse tree consists of a single node; otherwise, apply Decompose to G to obtain a 7=8-balanced decomposition G = '(G 1 ; : : : ; G r ), label the root of T with ', and recurse on the G i 's. We will argue that, at the expense of a onetime-only linear-time preprocessing step, Decompose can be implemented to run in O(log n) time. Thus, the total work required to construct the decomposition, aside from preprocessing, will be described by the recurrence T(n) P q i=1 T(n i )+b log n, for some constant b, where 1 q 3, P q i=1 n i = n and n i 7n=8. It can readily be shown that T(n) = O(n); hence, the total time for building the parse tree will be linear.
Implementation of Decompose
Decompose is closely patterned after a procedure that (G) will denote the sequence of terminal vertices of G, as well as the (unordered) set of terminal vertices. In the description of Decompose, we assume that we are in possession of procedures that can compute 7/8-separators of size at most w + 1 and 2/3-Q-separators of size at most w + 1; these procedures will be discussed later. The existence of the desired separators is guaranteed by results of Robertson and Seymour RoSe86] .
Decompose(G)
Step 1. Find a 7/8-separator S 1 of G and the associated partition (A 1 ; A 2 ; S 1 ) of V (G). For i = 1; 2, let G i = G A i S 1 ] and let terms(G i ) consist of S 1 (terms(G) \ A i ), in any order. Assume w.l.o.g. that jterms(G 1 )j jterms(G 2 )j.
Step 2. If jterms(G 1 ))j 5w + 5, return the decomposition G = '(G 1 ; G 2 ), for the appropriate ' 2 U 5w + 5; 3].
Step To verify the correctness of Decompose, it is su cient to prove that in both step 2 and step 3, the graphs into which G is decomposed have at most 5w + 5 terminals. This is trivially true for step 2. Now examine the decomposition returned in step 3. For i = 1; 2, jterms(H i )j jS 2 j + 2jterms(G 1 )j=3. Since terms(G 1 )j jS 1 j+jterms(G)j 6w +6, jterms(H i )j 5w + 5, for i = 1; 2. Note also that jterms(G 2 )j jterms(G)j ? jterms(G 1 )j + 2jS 1 j; thus, jterms(G 2 )j 2w + 2.
The most time-consuming steps of Decompose are the separator computations in Steps 1 and 3. We shall next discuss how to implement these computations in O(log n) time, at the expense of a one-time-only linear-time preprocessing step.
Preprocessing. Separator computations rely on the maintenance of good tree decompositions for all fragments of the graph, along with some information about terminal vertices in the form of a data structure that we shall call a skeleton. A good tree decomposition of a graph G 2 ? w is a decomposition (T; X) such that: (C1) T is a rooted binary tree.
(C2) jX i j = w + 1 for every i 2 V (T ). (C3) jX i \ X j j is either w or w + 1 for every (i; j) 2 E(T). (C4) For every internal node i 2 V (T ), i has at least one child j such that X i 6 = X j . The preprocessing phase starts with the construction of a good decomposition for the input graph G. This can be done in linear time as follows. First, use Bodlaender's linear-time algorithm Bod93] to obtain a tree decomposition of width w of G. Without loss of generality, we can assume that for any two adjacent nodes i and j in this decomposition, X i 6 X j and X j 6 X i (if the given tree decomposition does not satisfy this condition, we can transform it into one that does by repeatedly contracting edges (i; j) with X j X i ). Pick any node i with jX i j = w + 1 as the root. Now traverse the tree decomposition in preorder. When a node i (which will have jX i j = w + 1) is visited, consider each child j and do the following. If jX j j < w + 1, replace X j by X j A, where A is any subset of X i ? X j having cardinality (w + 1 ? jX j j). After we are done, every node i of the resulting tree decomposition will have jX i j = w + 1 and for any two adjacent nodes i and j, jX i \ X j j w. The next step of the transformation is to consider each pair of adjacent nodes i and j. If jX i \X j j < w, we replace the edge (i; j) by the path (i; i 1 ); (i 1 ; i 2 ); : : : ; (i k?1 ; j), where k = jX i ? X j j. The corresponding sets X i 1 ; : : : ; X i k?1 are de ned as follows. Let Y = X i \ X j , let X i ? X j = fa 1 ; : : : ; a k g, and let X j ? X i = fb 1 ; : : : ; b k g. Then, for r = 1; : : : ; k ? 1, X ir = Y fb 1 ; : : : ; b r ; a r+1 ; : : : ; a k g. In the nal step, the resulting tree decomposition is made binary by applying the transformation illustrated in Figure 1 to every node having more than two children. All steps in this procedure can be implemented to run in linear time. It is easy to check that the nal result satis es (C1){(C4).
Good tree decompositions will be represented using Sleator and Tarjan's dynamic trees with partitioning by size SlTa83]. Such a representation can be built in O(n) time GoTa91] . Several useful operations can be done in logarithmic time on dynamic trees, among them cutting and linking trees and computing least common ancestors (lca's) of pairs of nodes SlTa83]. These properties will allow us to take a good decomposition of a graph and extract e ciently from it good tree decompositions for fragments resulting from separations.
A Finding vertex separators. We shall show that a 7=8-vertex separator of G, such as the one required in Step 1 of Decompose, can be obtained by locating a centroid edge in a good tree decomposition of G. (A centroid edge e in a tree T is an edge such that every subtree in T ? e has at most 3jV (T )j=4 vertices | such an edge always exists in a binary tree CLR90].) We begin by proving some properties of good tree decompositions. In what follows, when no confusion can arise, a tree decomposition of a graph shall sometimes be referred to by mentioning only the underlying tree (e.g., we refer to (T; X) as just T). Given any i 2 V (T ), we shall write T i to denote the subtree of T rooted at i and shall write G i to denote the subgraph of G induced by S fX j : j 2 V (T i )g. Clearly, T i is a tree decomposition of G i . Lemma 2.1 Let (T; X) be a good tree decomposition of G 2 ? w . For any i 2 V (T ), T i is a good tree decomposition of G i . The rst inequality is trivially true. The second one can be proved by induction on k. The base case k = 1 is immediate. Suppose k > 1 and let i be the root of T. If i has only one child j, then X i 6 = X j , by (C4). By Lemma 2.1, T j is a good tree decomposition of G j and it must satisfy k j 2d j ?1, where k j = jV (T j )j and d j is the number of distinct X r 's in T j . Since d = d j + 1 and k = k j + 1, we have k 2d ? 1. Now suppose i has two children j 1 and j 2 . For r = 1; 2, let k r = jV (T jr )j and n r = jV (G jr Proof: The fact that S is a separator follows from basic properties of tree decompositions (see, e.g., RoSe86]).
Let k = jV (T )j, k 0 = jV (T 0 )j, n 0 = jV (G 0 )j, k 00 = jV (T 00 )j, and n 00 = jV (G 00 )j. Assume that i is the parent of j in T and that T 0 contains j. Then, by Lemma 2.1, T 0 is a good tree decomposition of G 0 and, therefore, by Lemma 2.2, n 0 ?w k 0 2(n 0 ?w)?1. Using Lemma 2.2 and the fact that e is a centroid edge, we get the following relation for T 0 :
(n ? w)=4 k=4 k 0 2(n 0 ? w) ? 1:
It follows that n 0 n=8. The proof that n 00 n=8 is similar, and relies on the fact that n 00 ?w k 00 2(n 00 ?w), which holds because T 00 is a good tree decomposition of G 00 , except for the possibility that it might violate (C4) at i (i.e., X i might equal X l , where l is the sibling of j). We leave the details to the reader.
2
Goodrich and Tamassia have proved that a dynamic tree representation allows one to locate a centroid edge in a binary tree in O(log n) time GoTa91] . In combination with Lemma 2.3, this yields a O(log n) algorithm to nd a 7=8-separator in G. This does not, however, complete the description of the vertex separator procedure, since we still need to obtain good decompositions and skeletons for the fragments. Let us use the notation of Lemma 2.3. As argued in the proof of that lemma, T 0 is a good decomposition of G 0 ; to extract T 0 we simply cut it from T, which takes O(log n) time on dynamic trees. On the other hand, T 00 may or may not be good. If it is, nothing beyond cutting it from T will be needed. If it isn't, the only possible violation is that node i has only one child l and X i = X l . We can convert T 00 into a good tree decomposition by contracting the edge (i; l). This can be achieved in O(log n) time by O(1) cut and link operations.
Skeletons for G 0 and G 00 can also be obtained in logarithmic time. We limit ourselves to describing the algorithm for G 0 , as the one for G 00 is analogous.
Observe that terms(G 0 ) = Q 0 N, where Q 0 = Q \ V (G 0 ) and N = (X i \ X j ) ?terms(G) (N consists of the new terminal vertices of G 0 created by the separation). Recall that the skeleton for G is based on a function f mapping vertices in terms(G) to vertices of T; we shall establish a similar mapping f 0 : terms(G 0 ) ! V (T 0 ) as follows. Let P 0 be the vertices of Q 0 that are mapped to nodes in T 0 by f. For every m 2 P 0 , make f 0 (m) = f(m). By de nition of tree decompositions, every vertex of Q 0 ? P 0 must be present in X j ; thus, we make f 0 (m) = j for all m 2 Q 0 ? P 0 . Every m 2 N is contained in X j ; thus, for any such m, we make f 0 (m) = j. After f 0 is established, we compute a skeleton for G 0 in O(w log n) time with O(w) lca queries on T 0 .
Finding set separators. A Q-separator in G is located by nding a centroid vertex c in the skeleton T Q ; i.e., a vertex c whose removal leaves no subtree having total weight exceeding ( P i2V (T Q ) q i )=2 (such a vertex can easily be shown to exist in any node-weighted tree). We rely on the following result.
Lemma 2.4 Let G 2 ? w , let Q = terms(G), and let T be a good tree decomposition of G. Then, if T Q is a skeleton of G and c is a centroid of T Q , X c is a 2=3-Q-separator of G.
Proof. Let R 1 , R 2 , R 3 be the components of T Q ? c, and let S 1 , S 2 , S 3 be the components of T ? c ( 
The vertex c of Lemma 2.4 can be found in O(w), as this is the size of T Q . It will be necessary to identify the two graphs resulting from the separation and to construct good tree decompositions and skeletons for each. Let us follow the notation used in Lemma 2.4. The two graphs that concern us are given by G l = G A l X c ], l = 1; 2. Clearly, tree decompositions for G 1 and G 2 will be given by the subtrees of T induced by V (S 1 ) fcg and V (S 2 ) V (S 3 ) fcg. These decompositions may or may not be good; if they aren't, they can be repaired in O(log n) time with O(1) cut and link operations in a manner similar to that for vertex separators. Skeletons for G 1 and G 2 can also be built in logarithmic time. The details are similar to those for vertex separators and are therefore omitted.
Identifying levels in a parse tree
Let T be a 7/8-balanced parse tree of an n-vertex graph G 2 ? w and let r 0 < r 2 < < r k be a sequence of numbers where r 0 = w and r k = n. We shall use these numbers to identify k + 1 subsets of V (T ) having certain special properties. To do so, we rely on a procedure Mark-Tree that takes as inputs the root v of a balanced parse tree T and a number r jV (G)j. Proof. The bound on jL j j follows from Lemma 2.5. This lemma also implies that T v has O(r j =r j?1 ) level j ? 1 nodes, from which we can conclude that jV (T 0 v )j = O(r j =r j?1 ). The height bound on T 0 v follows from the fact that T is 7=8-balanced. 2
3 The Non-Parametric Algorithm
In the rst part of this section, we summarize the well-known linear-time dynamic programming algorithm for nding the weight of the optimum subgraph satisfying a regular property in a graph of bounded tree-width. From the point of view of the search for , it will be useful to view this algorithm's computation as if it were hard-wired in the form of a circuit. It will also be useful to organize the evaluation of this circuit using levels. The circuit approach and the use of levels are discussed in the last two parts of this section.
Regular properties and dynamic programming
We caution the reader that what follows is not a rigorous treatment of regular graph properties. Our focus is limited to only those characteristics of the method that are essential to understanding the parametric algorithm. Full discussions of regularity can be found elsewhere ALS91, BPT92, BLW87, FeSl94].
Let R be a set of composition operators; we shall be primarily interested in sets R such that R = ? w , for some w. A graph-subgraph pair is a pair (G; H) where G is a graph and H is a subgraph of G; the cost of (G; H) is the sum of the weights of the vertices and edges in H. By (2), for each composition operator ' there is a nite set of rules that express the possible equivalence classes in which the composition of graphsubgraph pairs may fall, depending on the classes from which these pairs originate. These rules can be put in tables that are xed for each operator and each problem.
Let G 2 R , let T be a bounded-degree linear-size parse tree of G, and let v 2 V (T ). Let C = fC 1 ; : : : ; C N g be the set of equivalence classes with respect to some regular property P. 
Thus, we have a linear-time algorithm to evaluate z G .
A circuit for computing z G
A combinational circuit is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are combinational elements, and where an edge from element w 1 to element w 2 implies that the output of w 1 is an input to w 2 ; the size of a circuit is its number of elements. Elements of zero fan-in are inputs; elements of zero fan-out are outputs. Combinational elements are computational units that can perform certain well-de ned operations, for instance additions and subtractions. The depth of element w is the length of the longest path from an input element to w; the depth of a circuit is the maximum depth of an element in the circuit.
A combinational circuit D for evaluating z G can be built by applying local transformations to T as follows. To each composition operator ' 2 R we associate an O(1)-size circuit CT(') consisting only of adders and min gates. If ' is a primitive graph, the inputs to CT(') correspond to the vertex and edge weights of that graph. Its outputs will be the costs of the optimum solutions for each of the N equivalence classes. Otherwise CT(') will have with Nk inputs and N outputs, where k is the arity of '. Inputs correspond to optimum solutions for the various equivalence classes of the composing graphs, and the outputs correspond the optimum solutions for the equivalence classes of the resulting graph. The structure of CT(') is thus completely determined by the table associated with operator '. Every node v of T that is labeled by ' will be replaced by a copy of CT('). If u 1 ; : : : ; u k are the children of v in T, the inputs to this copy of CT(') are the z To determine the output of D, we process its elements in topological order; thus, when it is node w's turn to be processed, all its inputs will be known, and its output can be computed in O(1) time. Hence, the circuit-based algorithm runs in linear time.
Using the levels
Assume that we have a balanced parse tree T of G, in which, as described in Section 2.3, levels have been identi ed according to some sequence of numbers r 0 ; : : : ; r k . We shall use the levels to divide the computation of z G into phases, where each phase determines the z (i) v 's for all nodes between two consecutive levels. The resulting algorithm will still run in linear time; however, its structure will be more useful in the context of the \lift and narrow" parametric search scheme developed in Section 4.
We will describe the algorithm in terms of the combinational circuit D associated with T. By 
Parametric Search Problems
We now describe the linear-time search algorithm. For concreteness and brevity, we shall only discuss problems whose underlying non-parametric versions require nding a minimum-weight subgraph; all of our results are easily transferable to analogous problems involving maximization. Our search procedure is based on Megiddo's parametric search method Meg79, Meg83] . This technique relies on simulating a non-parametric algorithm for evaluating Z G ( ) (the function describing the cost of the optimum solution) for any xed ; the goal is to determine the computation path followed by the algorithm at (the value being sought). In our case, the algorithm to be simulated will be procedure A of Section 3. Clearly, A can be used to evaluate Z G ( 0 ) for any given 0 : we simply need to determine the vertex and edge weights at 0 and then run A as usual.
Before going into further details, we need to establish some terminology and make some observations. Let d be a nonnegative integer. The term d-th degree polynomial will be used to refer to any polynomial of degree at most d. Let f be a d-ppf and let I = L ; R ] be an interval. We can represent f within I by storing its breakpoints in a balanced binary search tree. Together with each breakpoint, we store the equation of the segment of f corresponding to the interval to its right (note that, to do this properly, we may have to introduce an arti cial breakpoint at L | see Figure 4 ). We shall call this an e cient representation of f within I. This representation will allow us to evaluate f( ) for any 2 I in O(log r) time, where r is the number of breakpoints of f that fall within I. The simulation of A is done in a sequence of alternating lifting and narrowing stages. During a lifting stage, the search algorithm simulates a portion of A's computation in such a way as to nd all computation paths followed by the algorithm over an interval I containing . To do this, the search algorithm carries out the steps of A, manipulating dth degree concave polynomial functions of instead of numbers. Thus, additions of numbers become additions of d-ppf's and nding the minimum of two numbers translates into taking the lower envelope of two d-ppf's FeSl94, Meg83] . Lifting the computation of A is, in general, time consuming. The purpose of a narrowing stage is to reduce the size of the interval I under consideration, so as to make the next lifting stage faster. Narrowing will require invoking an oracle B capable of determining whether or not 0 ; this operation will be referred to as resolving 0 .
Oracles and evaluation
There is a close relationship between evaluating Z G and resolving -values. We shall argue that, for all problems studied here, resolving a value 0 reduces in O(1) time to O(1) evaluations of Z G .
In what follows, I will denote an interval known to contain . All invocations of the oracle will use such an interval, which will be updated continually by the search algorithm. Let 0 2 R be the value to be resolved. If 0 6 2 I, we can, in O(1) time, determine the position of 0 relative to by comparing it to the endpoints of I. Suppose that 0 2 I. When weights are linear, oracles for problems (P1){(P3) can be obtained by using A to evaluate Z G ( 0 ) and then doing some additional O(1)-time problem-speci c work FeSl94]. For example, for problem (P2) (which involves nding the point at which Z G crosses the -axis), assuming the slopes of all weights are negative (a common scenario in minimum-ratio optimization), we will know that 0 < if Z G ( 0 ) > 0; otherwise, 0 . Evaluating Z G is also an essential component of the oracle for (P3) when weights are concave d-th degree polynomials. Because Z G is concave, we can conclude that 0 < if there exists > 0 such that Z G ( 0 + ) > Z G ( 0 ) and that 0 > if there exists > 0 such that Z G ( 0 ? ) > Z G ( 0 ). Otherwise, we will have 0 = . Thus, three evaluations of Z G will be enough to resolve 0 : one at 0 itself and two a points that are \arbitrarily close" and to the left and right of 0 .
We are left with the problem of evaluating Z G ( 0 + ) and Z G ( 0 ? ). We do this by runnning A using input weights that are functions of . During the execution of the algorithm, is treated symbolically as an indeterminate number assumed to be smaller than any other number that ever appears in the computation. Since 0 is xed and the only arithmetic operations are additions and subtractions, we shall at all times be manipulating dth degree polynomial functions in . To compare two functions f( ) and g( ),
we examine h( ) = f( ) ? g( ) to determine if there exists some > 0 such that h( ) > 0 for all 2 (0; ]. This can be done in O(1) time under our assumption that roots can be computed in O(1) time. Thus, each of A's operations can be carried out in O(1) time without explicit knowledge of and, hence, Z G ( 0 + ) can be evaluated within the same time bound as that of A. We should note that a di erent approach for implementing the oracle for (P3) was proposed by Toledo Tol93].
Building sublinear oracles
Suppose we are given a balanced parse tree T of G in which levels have been identi ed, as described in Section 2.3. We will show that, given a certain amount of precomputation, one can obtain a sequence of algorithms Step 2. Let T 0 j denote the subtree of T consisting of all nodes lying above level j. Traverse T 0 j in postorder. Whenever a node u is visited, compute Z (i) u ( 0 ) for each equivalence class i.
Step 3. Return min n f+1g fZ ) time, where is a constant that depends only on c. 2
The search algorithm
We are now ready to discuss how to nd . The search algorithm simulates the level-by-level dynamic programming algorithm A of Section 3, maintaining along the way an interval I containing . The idea is to keep track of all computation paths followed by A over I. At the end of the simulation, we will have a complete description of Z G over this interval; the problem will then be solved by doing a direct search on Z G . Naturally, the number of computation paths over a given interval can be very large, so we must simultaneously nd a way to narrow I. A basic tool for this is the following procedure.
Narrow(I; P; s; B): Given an interval I where 2 I, a list of points P I, a number s, and an oracle B, return an interval I 0 I such that 2 I 0 and jP \ I 0 j s.
Narrow is implemented using a standard technique (see, e.g., Meg83]):
Choose a median element of P and apply B to it; depending on the outcome of the call, either resolve all elements of P larger than the median or all elements smaller than the median. In either case, at least half of the elements in P will be resolved; these values can therefore be removed from further consideration and the interval I is updated accordingly. The process is repeated until I contains fewer than s points of P.
Lemma 4.4 Narrow(I; P; s; B) runs in O(jPj+t B log(jP j=s)) time, where t B is the running time of B.
Proof. Since each oracle call reduces the number of points of P in I by at least half, after q calls, the number of points will be at most jPj=2 q . Hence, q = log(jP j=s) calls su ce to narrow I by the desired amount. The total time is therefore O(jPj + t B log(jP j=s)), where the O(jPj) term accounts for the total overhead incurred in computing medians and the second term accounts for the total time spent by the oracle calls.
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The search algorithm, which shall be named algorithm C, is given below. Procedures A 0 ; : : : ; A k and B 0 ; : : : ; B k are the evaluators and oracles described in Section 4.2. C(G) 1. Construct a balanced parse tree T and the associated circuit D for G.
2. Identify the levels in T. 
12.
Construct evaluator A j and oracle B j . 13. Construct a complete description of Z G within I and locate Assume that each oracle in the sequence B 0 ; : : : ; B k is correct. Then, the properties of Narrow guarantee that at all times interval I will contain ; the correctness of C follows. As discussed in Section 4.2, all that we need to implement A j and B j are e cient representations of the level j functions. which is clearly O(n), independent of the number of terms, because c and are constants. We thus have our main result. Theorem 4.6 Let w 1 and let P be a predicate that is regular with respect to some set of composition operators R such that ? w = R . Then, given any weighted n-vertex graph G 2 ? w , problems (P1), (P2), and (P3) can be solved in O(n) time.
Discussion and Further Results
The results of the previous section can be used to obtain approximate parametric search algorithms for planar graphs. We shall rely on an idea by Baker Bak83], who developed a scheme whereby several NP-hard optimization problems | including maximum independent set, partition into triangles, minimum dominating set, minimum edge dominating set, and minimum vertex cover | can be solved approximately on planar graphs. In the case of maximization problems, for each xed k, her approach computes in linear time a solution that is at least k=(k+1) times optimal (or, in the case of minimization problems, at most (k + 1)=k times optimal). Here we shall discuss how Baker's scheme can be extended to do approximate parametric search on planar graphs. We note that approximate parametric search algorithms have been discussed earlier by Toledo Tol93] .
For concreteness, like Baker Bak83], we use the maximum independent set problem to illustrate the technique. We assume that vertex weights are convex d-th degree polynomial functions; Z G ( ) will describe the cost of the maximum-weight independent set in G. The problem to be considered is to nd such that Z G ( ) = min Z G ( ). Similar results can be obtained regarding maximization of Z G in minimum-weight subgraph problems. We start by outlining Baker's approach as it is used in the non-parametric setting.
The rst step of the algorithm is to decompose the planar input graph G into k-outerplanar graphs. A graph G is k-outerplanar if it is outerplanar, in which case it is said to be 1-outerplanar, or it is planar and it has a planar embedding such that if all vertices on the exterior face are deleted, then the connected components of the remaining graph are all (k ? 1)-outerplanar.
It was shown by Bodlaender Bod88] that k-outerplanar graphs have treewidth at most 3k ? 1. For any given k, we can obtain k + 1 k-outerplanar graphs from G; the r-th of these, 0 r k, is denoted G r and is constructed by removing from G every vertex with layer number congruent to r (mod k+1). To nd an approximate solution to the maximum independent set problem on G, we rst solve the problem optimally on each of the G r 's (which takes linear time, since the graphs have bounded tree-width) and then, from among the answers obtained, we return the largest solution.
The algorithm is easily lifted to the parametric setting. The functions Z Gr describing the optimum solutions to each subproblem have polynomiallymany breakpoints, since the G r 's have bounded tree-width and independent set is a regular property. The function F G describing the solution returned by the algorithm as a function of is the upper envelope of the k + 1 Z Gr 's. Thus, for each xed k, F G has polynomially-many breakpoints. Searching for the maximum of F G will require k searches in the Z Gr 's. Since k is xed, our earlier results imply that the search will take O(n) time. Furthermore, max F G will be at least k=(k + 1) times Z G ( ).
Our results can also be used for multiparameter problems using the techniques of CoMe93, AgFe92] . These methods rely on solutions constructed recursively for optimization problems in one lower dimension, with the recursion bottoming out when the dimension drops to zero. We can use our algorithm by changing the base case to be dimension one. This will result in an improvement from O(n log d n) to O(n log d?1 n) in the running time, where d is the number of parameters | we refer the reader to AgFe92] for details. It is an open problem, however, whether our approach can lead to linear-time algorithms for problems with two or more parameters.
